
WRITING A BOOK PROPOSAL SAMPLE

A multi-published author shares his proven book proposal template along with detailed instructions on how to write a
book proposal that will get.

That gives you some wiggle room. This entire post was in fact prompted by a sample book proposal I saw
recently. So the proposal sols, and sold very well. You might be shy. Before I begin, please note: The
following guidelines are just thatâ€”guidelines. Competition: What other titles are there in your area? That
platform will include any way you have of reaching your target audience: social media, broadcasting,
journalism, a blog, a mailing list â€” anything. Though you can always get a proposal over to an agent. To
come up with some publishers that might be a good fit for your project, you will need to do some
brainstorming and research. These are the contents of a sort of platonic ideal of a proposal, but in my
experience, actual proposals can vary widely. Easy, right? The proposal is drafted: Now what? So yeah, you
will talk a lot about yourself, but only in the context of the book. The easiest way to guesstimate approximate
sales is by looking at Amazon sales ranking. List the appropriate excerpts and the 5 or 10 most important
publications in which they could appear? And they are, quite honestly, a pain in the ass to write. Why is yours
the one that readers will want to pick up, given the vast range of options they already have? But still. Optional,
but huge: If you have published a book in the past and it sold well, put those numbers here. And what happens
if you have neither platform nor authority? A crucial part of the pitch for the book involved simply explaining
what my idea was and pointing out that no one else had done it. Serialization: What parts of your book lend
themselves to excerpting in magazines and journals? Really seek out the parts of your pitch that illicit passion,
conviction, and persuasion. Quite likely you reach that publisher via a literary agent, so the first pair of eyes
on your work will be those of an agent, but either way, your final target is a publisher. Put that in here. But say
something. You might use an existing book, preferably by that publisher, as a starting point. That being said, I
see lots of book proposals with this in there. This section could be anywhere from three to 20 pages â€” it
needs to give a comprehensive, detailed map of what the book will contain. When is something finished,
anyway? It is very likely that your proposal will be read by someone who does not know you or anything
about your subject. About the author We know. In effect, we can just build a template book proposal where all
you have to do is fill in the blanks.


